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ABSTRACT

Floating-point division is a very costly operation in FPGA
designs. High-frequency implementations of the classic digit-
recurrence algorithms for division have long latencies (of
the order of the number fraction bits) and consume large
amounts of logic. Additionally, these implementations re-
quire important routing resources, making timing closure
difficult in complete designs. In this paper we present two
multiplier-based architectures for division which make effi-
cient use of the DSP resources in recent Altera FPGAs. By
balancing resource usage between logic, memory and DSP
blocks, the presented architectures maintain high frequen-
cies is full designs. Additionally, compared to classical algo-
rithms, the proposed architectures have significantly lower
latencies. The architectures target faithfully rounded results,
similar to most elementary functions implementations for
FPGAs but can also be transformed into correctly rounded
architectures with a small overhead. The presented archi-
tectures are built using the Altera DSP Builder Advanced
framework and will be part of the default blockset.

1. INTRODUCTION

Floating-point division is a very costly and present operation
in FPGA designs. For instance, accelerating SPICE circuit
simulations using FPGAs requires computing a significant
number of floating-point divisions for emulating the basic
electronic components: bjt 17, hbt 51, vbic 18 [1].

The main operation in a floating-point divider is the fixed
point division Q = X/Y with X,Y ∈ [1, 2). There are
three main families of algorithms for this: digit-recurrence,
functional iterations (Newton-Raphson and Goldschmidt) and
polynomial approximations.

Digit-recurrence algorithms extend the textbook meth-
ods learnt in school, and essentially only use additions and
digit-by-integer multiplications [2]. They produce one digit
per iteration and have long latencies when implemented in
unrolled form (latency O(mantissa digits)). Among possi-
ble implementations, radix-4 and radix-8 architectures map
best to FPGA logic resources. It is well known that digit-

recurrence algorithms are exact, and by default produce cor-
rectly rounded results, which is what the IEEE-754 2008
standard for floating-point arithmetic [3] dictates. There
are several FPGA implementations available among which
a flexible radix-4 [4] one which is also available in FloPoCo
[5] as FPDiv. The results section 5 will highlight the inher-
ent drawbacks of this class of algorithms on modern FPGAs:
long latencies and increased logic consumption which neg-
atively impacts routing.

Functional iteration methods as the Newton-Raphson or
Goldschmidt algorithms [6] can be used on architectures
having embedded multipliers. These methods start with an
approximation of the inverse (Z = 1/Y ) and perform a se-
ries of iterations for increasing accuracy. These algorithms
have a quadratic converge, doubling the accuracy with each
iteration which translates into shorter latency implementa-
tion. Although having an increased bit-complexity com-
pared to digit-recurrence class, these algorithms map better
to modern FPGAs which have thousands of embedded mul-
tipliers and memory blocks. One inherent drawback of both
functional iterative and polynomial approximation methods
is that they are not exact. Obtaining a correctly rounded re-
sult is generally more difficult.

In this paper we target the Newton-Raphson and piece-
wise polynomial approximation methods for division to the
most recent families of FPGAs from Altera. We provide
a simple error analysis that allows dimensioning the com-
putational datapath to the exact accuracy needs of the tar-
get format. Based on this we obtain faithfully rounded di-
vision implementations for these methods. Next, based on
the resource estimations we can then select the best imple-
mentation for given a set of user constraints: target FPGA,
frequency, precision. We then show how faithfully rounded
implementations can be transformed into correctly rounded
ones. The presented architectures are implemented using
Altera’s DSP Builder Advanced framework [7] and there-
fore benefit from its features including: frequency directed
pipelining, architecture selection based on resource utilisa-
tion and careful mapping optimizations for the selected de-
ployment FPGAs. The presented architectures will be ac-
cessible via DSP Builder Advanced blockset libraries.

The main contributions of this work are:



• faithfully accurate division implementations based on:
the highly tuned piecewise polynomial-approximation
methods, Newton-Raphson iterations, and one high-
precision combination of the two,

• a method for obtaining a correctly-rounded division
implementation based on a faithfully rounded imple-
mentation with one extra bit of precision. The method
is similar to dewpoint rounding[8] and the method for
obtaining a correctly rounded square-root [9] and al-
lows us to have, to our knowledge, the first correctly-
rounded DSP-based division implementation for FP-
GAs.

• a detailed discussion on the various parameter selec-
tion which results in efficient mappings of these algo-
rithms to modern Altera FPGAs.

2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS

2.1. Division algorithms

The Newton-Raphson iteration for computing Z = 1/Y is
defined as:

Zn+1 = Zn −
f(Zn)

f ′(Zn)
with f(Z) = 1/Z − Y

= 2Zn − Z2
nY (1)

Using Goldschmidt iterations, a sequence K0, ...,Ki for
which Πi

0Ki → 1/Y is computed such that:

Ai+1

Bi+1
=

Ai × Zi

Bi × Zi
with Zi = 2−Bi

A0 = X and B0 = Y

Then, the sequence Ai converges to Q when Bi con-
verges to 1. Goldschmidt iterations expose more parallelism
and therefore have a shorter latency than Newton-Raphson.
Nevertheless these iterations are slightly less accurate [6]
and for the purpose of this paper we have decided to just use
Newton-Raphson iteration.

In both cases the iterations can be bootstrapped by an
initial approximation of inverse Z0 read from a memory [10]
or computed using a polynomial approximation [11].

Piecewise polynomial approximations alone can be used
to compute Z. Given the function f(Y ) = 1/Y, with Y ∈
[1, 2), the domain is split into a number of subintervals (prefer-
ably a power of 2) and a small degree polynomial is used to
approximate the function on this interval [12]. The sets of
coefficients are stored in memories for all subintervals and
DSP blocks are used to evaluate the polynomial. There are

several optimizations possible when evaluating the polyno-
mial: 1/ truncating the evaluation datapath to the bare min-
imum which meets the accuracy constraints /2 using trun-
cated multipliers to reduce DSP cost [13]. Unlike Newton-
Raphson or Goldschmidt iterations, this method is generic
and more attractive from a productivity perspective. We will
however see in Section 5 that it is suboptimal for large pre-
cisions.

2.2. Floating-point arithmetic

Let x, y and q be floating-point numbers in a user-defined
floating-point format FwE,wF , where wE and wF denote the
number of bits used to represent the exponent and fraction
(for single-precision wE = 8 and wF = 23). Let q =
◦(x op y) denote the result of rounding (◦) the infinitely ac-
curate mathematical operation between X and Y to the tar-
get format. The IEEE-754 standard for floating-point arith-
metic [3] defines several possible valid rounding modes for
each operation. The round to nearest mode dictates that the
returned result is the floating-point number closest to the in-
finitely accurate result of the operation. This is the best that
the format supports.

Given a output format FwE,wF and a rounding mode re-
turning a correctly rounded result requires exact compliance
to these specifications. Due to the hardness of task (espe-
cially for elementary functions such ex), a more relaxed con-
straint is to return any of the floating-point numbers closest
the infinitely accurate result. Although not a proper round-
ing mode, this is known in the community as faithful round-
ing. In this paper we will denote a faithfully rounded result
by q̃.

A useful tool for managing errors in floating-point arith-
metic is the notion of ulp. Harrison [14] defines the ulp as
being the distance between the closest straddling floating-
point numbers. Accordingly, correct rounding for the round-
to-nearest mode has an error of at most 0.5ulp and faithful
rounding of at most 1ulp.

The IEEE-754 standard mandates that the basic opera-
tions +,×,÷,

√
x always provide correctly rounded results.

2.3. FPGA features

Recent FPGA from Altera: high-end StratixV [15], mid-
range ArriaV [16] and low-cost CycloneV [17] contain a
new variable precision DSP block. As the name suggests,
the block provides high flexibility in operating modes. A
subset of DSP block operating modes used for building DSP-
based dividers are given in Table 1.

Implementing ROM memories in StratixV devices can
be either done using MLABs, each having a wide configura-
tion of 32×20-bits, or using dedicated M20K blocks, which
allow a configuration of 512 × 40-bits. On ArriaV and Cy-
cloneV devices the dedicated blocks are now M10K with a



Table 1. Subset of DSP-block features for StratixV, ArriaV
and CycloneV devices

Blocks Mode StratixV ArriaV CycloneV

1

9× 9 3 3 3
16× 16 2 2 2
18× 18→ 32 2 2 2
18× 18 1 2 2
18× 19 - 2 2
27× 27 1 1 1
36× 18 1 - -
2 18× 18 MADD 1 1 1
2 18× 19 MADD - 1 1
18× 18 + 36-bit 1 1 1

2 3 18× 18 1 - -
36× 36 1 - -
2 27× 27 MADD 1 1 1

wide configuration of 256× 40.

3. FAITHFULLY ROUNDED DIVISION

3.1. Error analysis

Let x = (−1)sx2ex1.fx and y = (−1)sy2ey1.fy be two
floating-point numbers in format FwE,wF . Let:

q =
x

y
= (−1)sx⊕sy2ex−ey

1.fx
1.fy

where Q =
X

Y
=

1.fx
1.fy

Implementing a faithfully rounded floating-point divi-
sion operator can be split into two separate paths: exponent
manipulation and the fixed point division Q = X/Y which
produces a quotient in [1/2, 2). When Q ∈ [1/2, 1) the nor-
malization is required and the exponent needs updating.

A faithfully rounded floating-point result q̃ entails a max-
imum error Etotal ≤ 1ulp which defines the total error budget
Etotal for an implementation. The total error has itself two
components such that Etotal = Eround + Eapprox where

• the rounding error Eround occurs when packing result
of the internal datapath result (which may be very ac-
curate) to the output format. This introduces an in-
compressible error of roughly 1/2ulp.

• the approximation error Eapprox sums the errors intro-
duced by trimming the computational datapath in or-
der to save resources. The error must be bounded by
1/2ulp.

A maximal 1/2ulp approximation error translates into a
maximal error of 2−wF−1 for Qnorm, or 2−wF−2 before nor-
malization.

Let us define the sequence of arithmetic operations lead-
ing to the infinitely accurate fixed-point division result:

Z = 1/Y

Q = Z ×X

Next, let us define the sequence of implemented operations
for obtaining this result, where primed variables such as Q′

denote approximations:

Z ′ = ◦(1/Y )

Q′ = Z ′ ×X

The approximation error Eapprox is then computed as:

|Q−Q′| = |ZX − Z ′X|
= |(Z − Z ′)X|
≤ |Z − Z ′||X| (2)

As X ∈ [1, 2) the error |Z − Z ′| can be scaled up by
at most one position, which leads to an approximation error
|Z ′ − Z| ≤ 2−wF−3. Due to Z ∈ [1/2.1) a faithful approxi-
mation on wF + 3 bits for Z suffices.

For higher precisions one may want to use a less expen-
sive truncated multiplier for the final multiplication:

Z ′ = ◦(1/Y )

P ′ = Z ′ ×X

Q′ = trunc(P ′)

In this case, the approximation error Eapprox is computed as:

|Q−Q′| = |ZX − trunc(P ′)|
= |ZX − Z ′X + Z ′X − trunc(Z ′X)|
= |(Z − Z ′)X + trunc error for Z’X|
≤ |Z − Z ′||X|+ |trunc error for Z’X| (3)

As previously, |Z − Z ′| can be amplified by |X| so a faith-
fully rounded inverse on wF + 4 bits introduces an error of
2−wF−4 which is amplified by |X| to 2−wF−3. This leaves
2−wF−3 for the truncation error which can be obtained using
a faithful multiplier on wF + 3 bits [13].

A similar error analysis can be applied for obtaining the
datapath widths for the inverse: obtaining a faithful imple-
mentation on p bits requiring an approximation error, before
the final rounding of at most 2−p−1. Details can be found in
[12] for polynomial approximations.

3.2. Implementation discussion

Newton-Raphson iterations can be bootstrapped by reading
an initial approximation from a memory, or by using a cheap
polynomial approximation. In the case of single precision



(wF =23), when using Equation 2 the inverse approximation
has to be faithful on 25-bits of precision.

Consequently, when bootstrapping Newton iterations with
an approximation accurate to 2−14 which requires one sin-
gle additional iteration, the memory block requirements are:

• 6 M20K in 4x x 5-bit mode for StratixV or

• 13 M10Ks in 8K x 1-bit mode for ArriaV and Cy-
cloneV devices

Either way, the evaluation of Equation 1 requires one
squarer followed by a multiplier and a subtracter. Both the
squarer and the multiplier fit well in the DSP-block resources
of these FPGAs, none of these operations exceeding the
available 27x27-bit mode.

When targeting double precision, an initial approxima-
tion accurate to 2−15 is required for completing the process
using two iterations. This requires at least doubling the num-
ber of memory blocks for bootstrapping the process, which
may have a negative impact on routing.

Another solution is to start with a less memory-intensive
but also less accurate approximation 2−10 which fits into
one memory block, and target 3 iterations: 1/ requires a 10-
bit squarer and 20x53 bit multiplier which can safely be re-
duced to a 20x27-bit one 2/ a 20-bit squarer followed by a
40x53-bit multiplication which requires 4DSPs 3/ final it-
eration requires a 40-bit squarer which may be performed
using 3 DSPs, and a full multiplier of at least 54x53, requir-
ing another 4 DSPs. In total, the paper and pencil require-
ments for this method are 14 DSPs and 1 memory block for
computing the inverse alone.

One can also use highly tuned polynomial approxima-
tions [12] to compute the inverse. For single precision, a
piecewise degree-2 approximation on 256 subintervals, with
a total coefficient width of less then 70 bits meets the accu-
racy requirement, and requires just one M20K used in dual-
port mode, or 2 M10Ks. The number of DSP blocks, on all
presented devices will be 2.

For double-precision a degree-5 polynomial on 256 sub-
intervals meets the accuracy constraint, requiring 6 memory
blocks on ArriaV/CycloneV devices. On StratixV, due to the
larger memory blocks available a degree-4 polynomial on
1K subintervals also suffices and requires 10 M10K. In both
cases, the polynomial evaluation datapath can be truncated
thus reducing DSP count. For instance, the multipliers and
their truncated result size for a degree-4 Horner evaluation
are: 18× 18→ 20, 29× 31→ 30, 38× 40→ 40 and 42×
50→ 51. Their implementation using truncated multipliers
requires just 6 DSPs and some logic, as shown in Figure 1.
An additional multiplier of 53 × 54-bits with an output on
54-bits is required for Z ×X .

Combining the two techniques is also possible: first use
a polynomial approximation for the inverse, accurate to 2−28

on 28-bits of precision, then perform one Newton-Raphson

42x50−>5138x40−>4029x31−>3018x18−>20

27x27 27x27 27x27

18x18

18x18

18x18

18x18

Horner Evaluation

27x27

27x2727x27

M0

M1M2

S0

53x56−>56

Fig. 1. Multiplier implementations for degree-4 Horner dat-
apath used in the double-precision implementation of 1/y.
The grey multipliers are implemented in logic. The 18×18-
bit multipliers are using the sum-of-two modes. The final
multiplier 56 × 53 → 56 is used in all implementations for
Z ×X . For this multiplier, M0+M1 is computed using the
sum-of-two 27-bit mult. mode

iteration. The number of subintervals for a degree-2 polyno-
mial is 512 and the coefficient size is 70, requiring 2 M20K
or 4 M10K. The number of DSPs is still 2 for a Horner eval-
uation: multipliers of size 14×15→ 15 and 23×25→ 27.
The Newton iteration requires a 28-bit squarer (1 DSP and
some logic), and a 56x53 → 56-bit truncated multiplier (3
DSPs and some logic), depicted in Figure 1. The number
of DSP blocks for this iteration is then reduced to 4, and
to 6 for the inverse calculation, which is the same as for the
polynomial evaluation alone. However, this method requires
significantly less memory blocks for similar logic size.

In both cases, the small soft-core multipliers reduce DSP
count but introduce additional logic and latency consump-
tion. This is due to the multiplications themselves, but also
to supplementary adder stages for obtaining the final prod-
uct. One can envision reducing latency by merging one of
these operands (soft-product or rounding bit) with an operand
of the subsequent addition stage.

3.3. Architecture

The generic architecture for the faithful divider is presented
in Figure 2. The architecture is composed of two distinct
computational paths: exponent handling and fixed-point frac-
tion division. The latency of the operator is dominated by
the latter but is less than that of digit-recurrence implemen-
tations. Additional latency savings can be gained by using
more parallel polynomial evaluation schemes, if a polyno-
mial approximation-based approach is used, or using Gold-
schmidt iterations instead of Newton-Raphson.

4. CORRECT ROUNDING

4.1. Obtaining correct rounding

In this section we show that a similar technique to the one
presented by de Dinechin et. al [9] for obtaining the cor-
rectly rounded square root can also be applied for division.

Using the method presented in the previous section, we
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the faithful divider operator
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Fig. 3. The possible cases in converting a faithfully rounded
division on wF +1 bits to a correctly rounded one on wF bits.

first compute d̃ = x/y faithfully rounded on wF + 1 fraction
bits. With respect to the target format (wF bits) the new re-
sult is either a floating-point number, or the exact midpoint
between two consecutive floating-point numbers, as Figure
3 shows. If d̃ is exactly a floating-point number in the wF
bit format, then it is also the correctly rounded division re-
sult, as the accuracy of the wF +1-bit fatithul approximation
is better than 2−wF−1. If d̃ is the exact midpoint between
floating-point numbers in the wF format, then there are two
possible values for d: bd̃c and dd̃e. In order to chose the cor-
rect value the product d̃y is compared against X: if d̃y < x
then the infinitely accurate division result was larger than d̃,
therefore d = dd̃e; if d̃y > x then the infinitely accurate di-
vision result is smaller than d̃, and d = bd̃c. The case when
the infinitely accurate result is exactly equal to the midpoint
is impossible, as Muller et al. [18] showed that base 2 divi-
sion has no such midpoints.

The complete algorithm for obtaining a correctly rounded
division is then:

d =

{
d̃ + ulp, when midpoint and d̃y < x,

bd̃c otherwise.

comparison just between

2−wF

a

bd̃wF+1 × y

x

Fig. 4. Reducing multiplier/comparator cost for CR

4.2. The cost of correct rounding

Obtaining correct rounding requires a division faithfully rounded
on wF+1 bits. This requires a more accurate inverse, a wider
Z × X , an extra multiplier for d̃wF+1 × y, an adder and a
comparator for obtaining d.

As previously seen, the approximating of Z can either
be obtained using a polynomial approximation, a Newton-
Raphson iteration, or a combination of the two techniques.
When using a piecewise polynomial approximation alone,
due to the strong dependency between the interval size and
the approximation error, the number of subintervals may
double, which may double the number of memory blocks
required. When using Newton-Raphson iterations, either
a better initial approximation or a subsequent iteration are
needed.

The size of the product Z × X is increased by one due
to the larger size of Z but can most of the time be absorbed
by the DSP blocks at no extra cost. If the increase causes an
increment over a multiple of the DSP block multiplier size,
a soft multiplier may be used, which has little cost in terms
of logic, but increases latency.

For the extra multiplier needed to perform d̃wF+1×y one
can observe that not all significant bits are required in the
computation. Similar [19, Ch 8] and highlighted in Figure
4 we can discard computing any of the product bits with
weights larger than 2−wF+2. Consequently, the comparison
will be performed as follows: if a − b < 2ulp return the
comparison result a < b else return !(a < b).

5. RESULTS

Table 2 presents the results obtained by our various divider
implementations against currently available implementations.
The table gives an indication of how these methods per-
form for single and double precision against digit-recurrence
methods, but also against stand-alone Newton-Raphson im-
plementations.

For lower precisions (including single-precision) the piece-
wise polynomial approximations offer the best balanced ar-
chitectures in terms of DSPs and memory blocks. Moreover,
these methodology is generic, making it a very attractive so-
lution for design productivity.

For double precision a combined implementation includ-
ing an initial polynomial approximation 28-bits followed by
one Newton-Raphson iteration provides a certified faithful
divider which improves significantly on the state-of-the art,



Table 2. Synthesis results for floating-point division implementations. Results obtained using QuartusII 11.1 for a StratixV
(5SGXEB6R2F40C2ES). 1Memory blocks estimated for a 14-bit initial approx.
wE,wF Algorithm Acc. Published FPGA Freq. Lat. Resources

8,23
Radix-4 Digit Recurr. CR FloPoCo [4]

StratixV
233MHz 16 1210 ALUT , 1308 REG

Poly. Approx. d=2 FR ours 400MHz 11 274 ALUT , 291 REG , 2 M20K, 3 DSPs
CR 400MHz 15 426 ALUT , 408 REG , 2 M20K, 4 DSPs

11,52

Goldberg iterations +
Booth Radix-8 Mult.

CR [8] StratixII 131 MHz 11/8 5800 ALUT , 3592 ALMs + 12 M20K1

Radix-4 Digit Recurr. CR FloPoCo [4]

StratixV

219MHz 36 5209 ALUT , 5473 REG
-

FR

MegaWizard FP DIV 196MHz 24 810 ALUT , 1629 REG , 9 M20K, 14 DSPs
Poly. Approx. d=4

ours

380MHz 33 1113 ALUT , 1825 REG , 10 M20K, 9 DSPs
Poly. Approx. d=2 +
Newton-Raphson stage

268MHz 18 887 ALUT , 823 REG , 2 M20K, 9 DSPs

Poly. Approx. d=2 +
Newton-Raphson stage

400MHz 25 947 ALUT , 1296 REG , 2 M20K, 9 DSPs

Multiplicative 2ulp [20] VirtexII-Pro 275MHz 36 2097 SLICE , 1 18K BRAM , 28 18x18

both in terms of DSPs and memory blocks.
The overhead of correct rounding is very little: one extra

DSP for single-precision and four DSPs and some logic for
double-precision.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented various division architectures and
discussed their mapping to recent Altera FPGAs. We have
shown that piecewise polynomial approximations work best
for small precisions and combined techniques including ini-
tial approximations by piecewise polynomial approximation
followed by one Newton-Raphson iteration gives the best re-
sults for double precision. We have also shown that correct
rounding can be implemented for these architectures and its
cost is relatively small. The presented architectures are im-
plemented in the Altera DSP Builder Advanced and will be
accessible via the Advanced blockset libraries.
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